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Abstract 
This paper presents a study analyzing the prosody of 
spontaneous speech exemplified by the OSU Buckeye corpus 
of American English employing the Fujisaki model and 
syllable duration analysis. Results show, inter alia, that model 
parameters are much more strongly influenced by the higher 
level discourse structure than by their syntactic function. The 
study shows that modeling strategies can be employed in a 
similar fashion as for more formal reading style speech. 
Index Terms: spontaneous speech, prosody modeling 

1. Introduction 
Until recently, analysis of spontaneous speech has been 
limited to auditory, impressionistic analysis [1]. The seeming 
ill-formedness of spontaneous speaking styles does not 
facilitate quantitative analysis as much as formal scripted 
reading-style speech[2]. Spontaneous speech is generally 
characterized by a looser coupling between syntactic and 
prosodic phrases, hesitations, fillers and repairs. There is, 
however, an increasing demand for synthesizing more varied, 
emotional speaking styles. Therefore it is important to 
examine whether spontaneous speaking styles can be analyzed 
and subsequently modeled using similar approaches as read 
style speech. To this end the current study is meant to 
contribute. 

2. Speech Material, Method of Analysis 
The speech material examined in this study is a 9 min. 
passage from the Ohio State University American English 
Buckeye Corpus of narratives [3] with an interview of a male 
subject on his job and private circumstances. Since the data 
only contains a clear recording from the subject’s mike, 
dynamics processing was applied to make the interviewer’s 
turns audible and yield a better understanding of the dialog 
structure. Units corresponding to syntactic phrases were 
extracted by means of a Praat [4] script supplied by Stefan 
Werner (Joensuu, Finland). Furthermore, accents and 
boundary tone labels as well as break indices were labeled 
manually. F0 contours were extracted by means of Praat 
default pitch extraction, checked and if necessary corrected. 
The Fujisaki model parameters were extracted using the 
FujiParaEditor environment[5]. Alpha, Beta  and Fb were set 
to 2.0, 20.0 and 95 Hz, respectively. The labels available on 
the word and phone levels were augmented by syllabic labels. 
Fujisaki model parameters and syllables were aligned and the 
relationship between accent and boundaries labels, syllables 
and Fujisaki model parameters established. 

3. Results of Analysis 
Of the 1712 syllables in the corpus 543 were labeled as 
accented and 113 as carrying high boundary tones and 448 
accent commands extracted. The following are results for six 

types of syllables (occurrence, mean syllable durations, 
mean/standard deviation of accent command amplitude Aa in 
brackets), henceforth accented means ‘labeled as accented’:  
 

1) accented high boundary syllables (47, 363 ms, .36/.18) 
2) unaccented high boundary syllables (46, 302ms, .33/.21) 
3) other accented syllables (342, 208ms, .32/.18) 
4) unaccented syll. w acc. command (57, 195ms, .26,/.18) 
5) accented syll. w/o acc. command (107, 191ms, -/-) 
6) unaccented syll. w/o acc. command (1113, 163ms, -/-) 

       
Syllabic prominence as reflected by Aa and long duration is 
strongest at accented high boundary syllables. There is less 
correlation between accented syllables and accent commands 
(72%) than observed in read speech ([1], 96%). Analysis of 
accented syllables shows longer monotonously sounding 
stretches of speech with relatively low accent command 
amplitudes (Aa<.3) that are interrupted by occasional phrases 
with landmark-like high peaks (Aa >.6). This picture differs 
from the more regular patterns of accentuation found in read 
speech favoring certain parts-of-speech such as proper names. 
High Aa in this speaker appears to have a mostly discourse-
related function, such as the introduction or completion of a 
topic, emphasis-lending as well as contact-seeking (mean Aa 
of .65). Besides the topic-shifts occurring during the 
discourse, one can also observe shifts in attitude of the 
speaker. While he starts off in a telegraph-style by providing 
some basic info, he soon takes a more communicative stance 
that aims to provoke reactions by the interviewer. Passages of 
business-like informative monolog are complemented by 
illustrative comparisons addressing the interviewer. Analysis 
of the phrase commands extracted (mean/standard deviation 
of phrase command magnitudes Ap .30/.14) shows higher F0 
resets at the onsets of new topics (mean/s.d.  Ap =.54/.16). 

4. Conclusions 
Our limited results suggest that the Fujisaki model can be 
applied to less formal speaking styles. Since model 
parameters are much more influenced by the discourse 
structure, topic and attitude shifts must be incorporated in the 
labeling scheme. Analysis of more prosodic parameters and a 
larger data set will follow.  
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